
Invisible. Not inaudible.  
 
You like overwhelming cinema sound. 
You love high-resolution stereo sound. 
What you don‘t want are the un- 
pleasant side effects:  
bulky loudspeakers and tangled cables. 
Because we know this, we hide our  
sound systems in the furniture.  
Behind opaque fabric fronts, 
that only let one thing through:  
 
Goosebumps.

sound



www.spectral.eu/downloads/

Recommended retail price including VAT | excluding shipment or assembly

Spectral sound system BRP1 with Sonos Amp amplifier.
Our bestseller. Compact and powerful sound system with excellent music playback.

Spectral sound system VRP1 with Sonos Amp amplifier.
Our top system. Two and a half meters of uncompromising performance in stereo and surround sound. 

or

Our recommendation: 
Sonos & Spectral sound systems
—

Sound Our furniture can accommodate many sound systems. 

We recommend the products of Sonos and Spectral sound systems (Made by Canton). 
There is a wide range to choose from, from the compact soundbar to the 
full-fledged home theater or multi-room system.

Again and again we are asked which is the optimal sound system. The question is easy 
to answer: The system must be easy to use and have a great sound!

The simplicity depends primarily on the electronics provider and its software or app.  
Here, we clearly recommend Sonos. Easy to use and always up to date.

When it comes to sound, there is also a simple rule: the more displacement - the more 
fun! Here the displacement of the speaker refers to the volume. So size still plays  
a role. It is therefore not surprising that a large, voluminous speaker sounds better than  
a small soundbar. 

Our recommendation is the best of both worlds: 
the Spectral sound sytems BRP1 / VRP1 with the Sonos Amp amplifier.  
Here, high-quality speakers meet simple operation and endless music enjoyment.

If you want a little more, the Sonos & Spectral sound systems can be expanded with  
the Sonos subwoofer and Sonos surround speakers. 

The result is stunning home theater sound throughout your home. 

Technical data

RRP: € / £

RRP: € / £

Colours: Black and white

If you want a little more, the Spectral sound systems can be expanded with the Sonos subwoofer and the  
Sonos surround speakers Era 100.

RRP: see www.sonos.com

RRP: see www.sonos.com

RRP: see www.sonos.comRRP: see www.sonos.com

Sound systems
—

Sonos Era 100
with voice control

Sonos Sub 

Colours: Black and white

219spectralsound systems218 spectralsound systems

Subwoofer Surround Speaker
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Sonos Beam.
Compact soundbar for a much better TV sound.

Sonos Arc.
Premium soundbar for a very good TV sound and spatial sound effects.

Sonos sound systems
—

or

Colours: Black and white

Colours: Black and white

RRP: see www.sonos.com

RRP: see www.sonos.com

Recommended retail price including VAT | excluding shipment or assembly

Colours: Black and white

If you want a little more, the Sonos soundbars can be expanded with the Sonos subwoofer and the 
Sonos surround speakers.

RRP: see www.sonos.comRRP: see www.sonos.com

Sonos Era 100
with voice control

Sonos Era 300
with voice control

Sonos Sub 

Colours: Black and white

221spectralsound systems220 spectralsound systems

Subwoofer Surround Speaker
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